Homeowner Cooperation Key to Fire Mitigation

At the March 10 Workshop on Wildfire Protection at Sea Ranch TSRA Board of Directors Chair Jim Jordan began with a detailed review of “Where we are and where we’re going.” He said, “The overriding goal of any Association activity is to maintain, even strengthen, our shared Sea Ranch values manifest in our landscape, structures and community while maintaining public safety.” The two challenges of public safety are to reduce the risk of disasters and to respond to disasters together. Homeowners should they occur.

The 2004 Public Safety Element of the Comprehensive Environmental Management Plan (CEMP) defined the tasks needed to maintain the commons for the next 26 years but did not include new fire mitigation efforts. (See SOUNDINGS, Spring 2007, p. 3) The 2004 Public Safety Element of the CEMP was set up to be independent of the Association in resolving legal issues with the developer leading to the acquisition of remnant lands and the construction of the reservoir. The CEMP was also a loud cheer went up at the announcement: Jim Jordan and Tim Gallagher were elected! Robbin Johnson of Pacific Election Services said the delay was due to the near-record turnout of 57.5 per cent of members voting, representing 1316 properties. (1994 set the record with 66 per cent, representing 1533 lots) Also, for the first time this year, owners of 55 ballots with unsigned proxies were given the chance to sign them and be counted. Gallagher garnered 1032 votes; Jordan, 1025 and C.E. Brown received 495 votes. Director Jordan will continue to chair the Board of Directors, with Lee Mueller as Vice-Chair, Marti Campbell, Treasurer and Sandra Bush, Secretary.

STATE OF THE SEA RANCH

Jim Jordan, Chair of the Board of Directors, reported on the State of The Sea Ranch, saying, “This is a good time to be a Sea Rancher.” Community Manager John Fox gave what he described as his “Half-term Report” and Treasurer Marti Campbell reported on the state of Sea Ranch finances. See the June Bulletin for details.

LIFETIME SERVICE AWARD

Duane and Kathi Gordon received the award for their service as Art Director and Editor of SOUND-INGS for more than 20 years. Outgoing Director Kay Dryden presented the award and summarized some of their activities. In the early days, Kathi used her experience with public agencies to assist the Association in resolving legal issues with the developer leading to the acquisition of remnant lands and the construction of the reservoir. She served as observer of the creation of the Gualala Community Services District to determine its effects, if any, on Sea Ranch. She served as Chair of the Utilities Committee during the creation of the Waste-water Management Zone, is an ad hoc member of the Communication Committee and is a member of the Archives Committee. Duane was a long-time firefighter with the Sea Ranch Volunteer Fire Department and is an “on-call” volunteer for many projects at Gualala Arts.

Duane said, “As we phase out our service with this publication, we hope that among so many capable people is someone who will take it over and keep it going. Please remember that SOUNDINGS is your paper, the members’ paper – it was set up to be independent of the Board. We find wonderful people on the Ranch and we love to tell their stories and what’s going on. It’s yours to use, as you want to. I hope it keeps going.”
FIRE SAFE COUNCIL

The group included representatives of CalFire, (formerly California Department of Forestry (CDF), The Sea Ranch Volunteer Fire Department, the Association Board, membership and staff. It was called the Forest Fire Risk Reduction Group, but became the Fire Safe Council to correspond with Fire Safe Sonoma. The Council was to provide: 1) expert analysis of fire risks and definition of actions to mitigate the risks and 2) recommendation of programs for funding by the Association. However these two functions created an uncomfortable situation for those in public agencies by involving them in setting of Association policies.

FIRE SAFETY TASK FORCE

To resolve that potential conflict, at their April meeting the Board commissioned a Fire Safety Task Force made up of Association members with knowledge of fire safety issues. The Fire Safe Council is now limited to professional advice from subject area experts and operations managers. An additional advantage of separating the two groups is that the Fire Safe Council, affiliated with Fire Safe Sonoma, will have 501©(3) status and will be eligible to apply for State and Federal grants for which the Association cannot apply.

WILDFIRE PROTECTION WORKSHOP

Accompanying Jim Jordan on the work shop panel were Bill Weim- ney, TSA Environmental Planner, Caerleon Safford of Fire Safe Sonoma, Dan Levin, Chief, The Sea Ranch Volunteer Fire Department and Deanna Baxman of CalFire. Safford screened a dramatic film about fire at the wildland/urban interface, showing what burned and what survived. While crown fires moving through the tree canopy are the most fearsome, surprisingly most houses don’t catch fire from them. Crown fires consume their fuel in about one minute, move on, and don’t provide enough radiant heat to ignite a home. Vegetation itself doesn’t hold heat long enough to ignite a wall; it’s the little things between the house and the crown fires. Fires spread from ignition to ignition where the requirements for combustion: oxygen, heat and fuel exist. With those three basic ingredients the fire cannot survive. Flames directly transfer enough heat to nearby fuel to ignite a home, either through thermal radiation when a fire conveys enough heat to nearby fuel and the fuel combusts, or by convection when fire comes into direct contact with the fuel. Twigs, needles and grasses and other fine fuel allow forest fires to burn but it doesn’t take long for that fuel to be consumed. Firebrands, burning embers that fly through the air and land on combustible materials cause spot ignitions. A tiny firebrand can be more devastating than a raging crown fire, but that doesn’t mean others are helpless. Reducing fuel on or near structures and keeping landscaping separate from the rest of the forest can protect homes. The home ignition zone—the area that includes the home and its immediate surround- ngs—determines the vulnerability of a home to wildfire. Neighboring homes in close proximity within the home ignition zone can be heat sources and ignite other homes. Using flame resistant materials, thinning out trees and clearing the zone of dry vegetation and flammable objects can eliminate heat sources that might form a path to the home. The object is not to en- tirely eliminate fire within the zone but to ensure the fires that do start can’t burn long enough or intensely enough to ignite other objects. Ev-

every potential heat source must be evaluated. The goal is to reduce the fuel to minimize ignition and that is the responsibility of individual homeowners. They were warned not to depend on fire agencies to fight fires at individual homes because their job is to contain the fire. “Wildfire is inevitable, but prevent- ing the safe creation of property is up to us,” said Safford.

Q&A

Q: Is it a good idea to have fences around propane tanks?

A: Enclosing propane tanks is a two-edged sword. Enclosures effectively screen the tank from the increase in heat until the enclosure catches fire. It is a design rule that prevents spreading from the home to the tank. That fire extended to those houses when the winds became erratic and fire was blown into the crawl spaces and got trapped in the fuel beneath the building.

Q: As an engineer I assumed the forest was the primary source of the fuel load and counted the trees and figured out how much tonnage there was. The mathematics gets pretty dramatic. It would take at least $2 million a year to hire five crews of three in a truck each constantly removing fuel in order to maintain the fuel load on Sea Ranch equal to its current level...That makes no as- sumption about reducing it. What approaches might we take over time to cause the fuel load to level off.

ROSS RANCH

PRIVATE HORSEBACK RIDING
ON MANCHESTER BEACH & IN THE ELK MOUNTAINS

Private, guided horseback rides through a beautiful mountain redwood forest just east of Elk, or go for a ride on spectacular Manchester Beach.

$50 for 2 hours in The Mountains
$60 for 2 hours on The Beach
707-877-1834 www.rossranch.biz
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The benefits of listing your property with us are:

- The national brand recognition of Century 21
- Century 21 Home Protection Warranty
- Members of Baird’s MLS
- Century 21 National Image Advertising
- Global Referral Network
- Over 37 years Sea Ranch & Coastal Property Experience
- Our award winning, professional sales staff are among the top producing agents in the area

(800) 274-4500 or (707) 884-3765
e-mail: info@SeaRanchSales.com
www.SeaRanchSales.com

Action Network

MCI Learning Center
38550 S. Highway 1
Gualala, CA 95445-1163
707-884-5413

A Multi-Cultural Intergenerational Program for Lifelong Learning with:

0 to 5 Playgroups

After-school Enrichment & Teen Club

Computer Lab w/High-Speed Internet

Alcohol-free Fun Family Events

Now Active in Point Arena & Gualala

Make a Difference in a Child’s Life
Share Your Hobby & Expertise
Be a Committee Member or Board Member
Donations & Volunteerism Accepted

Action Network’s mission: to build a thriving, healthy commUNITY by nurturing people, networking organizations and taking action to secure local services for the Redwood Coast.
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100% DEFENSIBLE SPACE
MAKE YOUR HOME SAFE
and then decline?

A: Unless we do something, we’re going to have an exponentially increasing fuel load. We have to do something completely different from what we do today, but that requires careful thought on the part of the community. The Fire Task Force will be looking at what more we can do in terms of removing larger areas of fuel. As we speak sheep are eating seedling trees so over the long term the grazing program is going to have a lot to do with reducing the future fuel load on the Ranch. The Task Force will have to look at whether the grazing program is adequate to keep the balance between grasslands and coastal scrub or forest. Grazing is an environmentally sensitive way of controlling natural succession and it’s very cost effective as well. We have to have a dialogue in this community about what we want The Sea Ranch to look like and feel like. If we do extensive fuel management, it’s going to be totally different from what it is today, but what do we want that to be? We really haven’t even talked about that. That’s what the Council wants to do and what the Association Task Force needs to do.

Q: I live in Unit 18 in the redwood forest and that is one of the main reasons we bought our house up there. What you said just speaks to my anxiety. We love the forest and I don’t want it to be stripped of all the trees up there.

Q: Yes, we’ve got a lot of trees here and trees are part of the reason that I’m here. But it seems to me we don’t have to eliminate all that. I understand that there is a lot of fuel that could burn and if it burned all at once it could be an explosion. But I’ve also read that it doesn’t matter if it’s 100 feet beyond that particular house. So, which is it we’re worried about: the total fuel load or just what’s near the house?

Q: I challenge your answers about the high fuel load. Sea Ranch is not typical. It’s loaded with houses that are 20 to 30 years old with shingles on them. When you have fires, you have slopes, you have winds and you have blowing embers. I don’t think 100 feet is going to protect me in those circumstances. I don’t want the high fuel load to be dismissed because those are ember generators.

A: We are always most concerned about defendable space but that’s not to say we don’t worry about the overall fuel load. Unless you eliminate all of the trees on The Sea Ranch you’re going to have embers. But it seems like the issue is really more about the construction of your home.

Moderator Jim Platt concluded the work shop by inviting members to attend the April work shop on planting with fire retardant materials. (See article on Page 8.)

The award goes to Sea Ranchers who have made a significant contribution to The Sea Ranch, typically in terms of a single focus area over the past year or so. Director Sandy Bush presented the awards to four Sea Ranchers.

Nancy Carter chairs the Communication Committee as it oversees beneficial changes in Sea Ranch communications. She has organized and chaired Mid-winter and New Owners’ meetings and has led some Vision Interpretive Program Committee meetings.

Laurie Mueller is Chair of the VIP Committee and a strong contributor to the Communication Committee. She organized the architects/bulld- ers/real estate meetings, served on this year’s Election Committee and the Forum Committee.

Nancy Powers has been Chair of the Trails Committee, headed up the Demonstration Garden Project, has been Chair of the Native Plant Committee, is a seal docent and was in the initial group working for Sea Ranch’s part on the California Coastal National Monument.

Rich Perry has contributed his talents to The Sea Ranch over the years, and this year he used his professional skills to conduct the assessment meetings for hiring the new Emergency Preparedness Co-ordinator. He also organized and presented the “Beast in the Garden” meeting on mountain lions with author David Baron and has helped set up a reporting system for mountain lion sightings.

Will Randolf assisted Rich in organizing the mountain lion discussions and setting up the reporting and monitoring system.

The Sea Ranch Library Group, a loosely organized group of about 18 people, received a group Community Service Award for keeping the library functioning and convenient for members. They have only one meeting a year, sign up for one month a year and make the decisions for that month. One of the group, Jeri Taylor, observed, “The library is one of the greatest resources we have on Sea Ranch and, even when there is a lot of work to do, the joy of it is to know it’s being used.”

Duane and Kathy Gordon receive award for service on SOUNDINGS